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THE OUB-ACT PLAY: A NE^^T COUTRIBUTIOU TO DRAMA
Introduction
At the beginning of the twentieth century there
appeared a new dramatic form—the one-act play. It is the
purpose of this thesis to show, by reference to specific
plays, what this new form has contributed to the dramatic
awakening of the present age.
Not afraid to experiment, the one-act play brought to
drama the folk play, which presents, through dialectic
dialogue, the simple yet romantic life of the common man;
the social play, powerful drama which makes people think
as well as feel; and fantasy and mystery in a commonplace
environment. Through the Repertory and Little theatres,
the one-act play is bringing to a theatre-loving people,
not all of whom live in New York City, an opportunity to
see and have a part in the presentation of little master-
pieces of dramatic technique from the pens of the best
writers of all countries. Through the school and college
play laboratories, it is helping to train playwrights
and actors, and to build up an audience appreciative of
plays that are literature as well as drama.
The one-act play, with its varied characteristics
and unique artistry, has appeared at a propitious moment.
The films, the radio, television, the experimental
theatres, the schools--all are looking to this new form
to answer a dem.and that the long drama cannot fulfil. Ita
mission, it seems, is far from ended; it is Just begun.
r
THE ONE-ACT PLAY: A NEW CONTRIBUTION TO J)RA¥A
i
j^. Into the greet family of drama a new child has been
born—and since it la as yet in its youth, there are many
theories as to its origin, its relationship to the other
members of its family, its mission, and its future. The
one-act play appeared at a time when there was great need
of a change in the dramatic world--and in that change this
newcomer has played no small part.
From the days of Goldsmith and Sheridan to the last
decade of the nineteenth century there were no dramas
written that were worthy of note. The so-called dramas of
Byron, Shelley, Tennyson, and Browning lacked the theatrical
technique necessary to make them a success on the stage,
and to-day they can be classified as only "closet drama."
Bulwer-Lytton wrote probably the best plays of the age, but
they appealed to "weepsy audiences without too keen a sense
of the ridiculous . Of course, Shakespeare was occasion-
ally presented, but most of the plays were melodramas,
farces, and plays built around jugglers and animal acts.
The characters were overdrawn. The heroes and villains
were like the little girl in the poem--when they were good,
they were very, very good, and when they were bad, they were
1 Sheldon Cheney, THE THEATRE, p. 416.
2 James IV. Robertson's plays were an exception.

mhorrid. Fathers sacrificed their daughters to pay the
mortgage on the old homestead; heroines "poured out their
hearts" to confidantes. The dramatists used artificial
devices such as soliloquies and asides. The stage lacked
repose and serenity. The actors were always moving—and
moving fast. There was a coarseness and an obviousness in
the plays. The plots were empty and monotonous; the actors
were noisy and bombastic; the settings were elaborate and
gorgeous; the plays were empty and grandiloquent.
B. Then came the great man from Little Worway—Henrik Ibsen.
He believed that the theatre should enlighten as well as
entertain. He hated the strutting, noisy heroes, on his
tombstone is carved a hand wielding a hammer. It is symbolic
of his service to the drama, for he changed the history of
the stage. John aassner, in his book MASTERS OF THE DRAMA,
likens ibsen to a member of a wrecking crew tearing down an
old ramshackle edifice and methodically driving bolts into a
rising sky-scraper. Ibsen was the first of a large group of
playwrights who deplored the emptiness, monotony, and
artificiality of the nineteenth century plays. They forsook
what they called the absurd rules of the drama, used lifelike
dialogue, and attempted to present an honest picture of life--
in its ignoble as well as its noble aspects. They denounced
1 John Gassner, MASTERS OF THE DRAVA, p. 354,
r
"false olaasioisir, sweet romanticism, and mechanical
technique."! They wanted a return to nature. The stage was
to be free.' on the continent, particularly in prance, the
playwrights of this School of Naturalism often went to
extremes, "^hey frequently took their characters from the
gutter, and the themes of their plays often dealt with
aex problems.
C. In fnglend, however, this revolt took a more wholesome
turn, "^here was an attempt to eliminate everything that was
not true to life. The plays becamie richer in content and
deeper in purpose, contrary as it may seem on first thought,
there was a revolt against realism in stage settings. They
became suggestive and impressionistic rather than realistic.
Simplicity was their keynote, "^hls new awakening in the
dramatic world led to an increase in the number of playhouses
iiudiences became more intelligent and at the same time more
critical. And men of talent again began to write plays. A
definite attempt was made to rescue the drama from commercial
iam. Since the commercial theatre is a big business which
produces plays which will yield big dividends, it is inter-
ested only in those plays that will draw large audiences over
a long period of time. Since the literary play frequently
appeals only to a limited audience, it is not likely to have
1 rartha Fletcher Bellinger, A SHORT HISTORY OF THE DRAlfA,
p. 324

a long run and therefore is rejected by the commercial
theatre, in order to provide an opportunity for the public
to see superior playa which the commercial theatre rejected,
the Repertory system was established in both Great Britain
and America. Since most of the Repertory Theatres were
endowed, either by the state or by private individuals, it
was possible for them to present plays of the non-commercial
type.
D. During the last decade of the nineteenth century there
began a movement which has since been known as the Celtic
Henaissenoe. Its purpose was to build up a literature based
on the legends and romances of the Irish peasantry, in 1898
Lady Augusta Gregory sent out the following letter from her
home in Galway, Ireland: "We propose to have performed in
Dublin in the spring of every year certain Celtic and Irish
playa, which whatever be their degree of excellence will be
written with a high ambition, and so to build up a Celtic
and Irish school of dramatic literature, we hope to find in
Ireland an uncorrupted and imaginative audience trained to
listen by its passion for oratory, and believe that our
desire to bring upon the stage the deeper thoughts and
emotions of Ireland will ensure for us a tolerant welcome,
and that freedom to experiment which ia not found in theatres
of England, and without which no new movement in art or
literature can succeed. We will show that Ireland ia not
r
the home of buffoonery and of every eaay sentiment as It has
been represented but the home of an ancient idealism, we
are confident of the support of all Irish people, who are
weary of misrepresentation. In carrying out a work that is
outside of all the political questions that divide us."^
As a result of this letter, in 1899 the Irish National
Theatre was founded. Besides Lady Gregory, the advisers were
such people as John Synge, padraic Colum, William Butler yeata
and others equally as well known. Though anti-jbsen in many
of their beliefs, these writers hoped to do for drama what
Ibsen and other dramatists in the Scandinavian countries had
done—make people think as well as feel. rhey wanted to
present folk plays, not propaganda plays. Yeata especially
was interested in fine speech--he believed that it was more
important than gesture. Costumes and settings were to be
simple; acting was to be improved. In short, the movement
was organized as a protest against the commercial theatre.
It was far reaching in its influence. In 1904, through the
generosity of Fiss A. E. F. Horniman, the Irish National
Theatre purchased the now-famous Abbey Theatre. In 1910 it
was bought from her, and the next year the Irish Players
made the first of their many visits to the United states.
They presented the playa of Synge, Yeata, and Lady Gregory.




The thoughtful and well-educated audiences that witnessed
these plays had a tremendous influence on contemporary drama.
II
A. The time was now ripe for the birth of a new member intoj
the drama family. Ibsen had maintained that a dramatic
development or even a series of developments can be presented
in one act as effectively as in several. By the beginning
of the twentieth century people had become so accustomed to
the short story and liked it so well that the acceptance of
the one-act play was only a step. This new form appeared
almost simultaneously on the continent, in Great Britain,
and in the United states, and such writers as Maeterlinck,
Sudermann, Barrie, Shaw, and many others deemed it worthy
of their time and found it had dramatic appeal.
some dramatists believe that the one-act play is not a
new form--that it is a modernized revival of plays of earlier
periods. They point to the old Miracle and Mystery plays
which were one-act in form though grouped in cycles. in the
eighteenth century another one-act form appeared— the curtain-j
raiser. It was given to entertain the audience of the pit
till the lords and ladies arrived. As the parts were seldom
taken by stars, aspiring young actors had a chance to show
their ability. It also gave an opportunity for new play-
wrights, who did not have the experience to handle a three-
or five-act play successfully, to be initiated into the
dramatic technicalities. Sometimes the short play was used
rc
as an after-piece to fill out an evening's enterts inrrent
.
In his essay on "The One-Act play In the united states,'*^
Gienn Hughes says that both were usually farcical in nature
since the curtain-raiser was intended to put the audience in
a good mood and the after-piece was supposed to send them
home feeling happy. Often the one-act play was one of many
numbers that made up the long entertainments that were
popular in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
It was usually so shocking, either to the nerves or to the
conscience, that it was well that it was only one act in
length. About the middle of the nineteenth century the long
entertainment ceased to be popular, and the curtain-raiser
and after-piece were no longer used. A few companies were
successful in presenting three one-act plays for an
evening's entertainment, but most of them felt that audiences
did not like to adjust themselves to three different settings
plays, and sets of characters in one evening. For a time it
looked as if the one-act form were doomed. Then shortly
after the beginning of the present century, two changes took
place that not only revived the one-act play but that changed
it Into a new form, with a technique similar to that of other
dramatic forms yet one all its own.
The first change took place in Britain and spread rapidly
1 in William Korlenko, THE ONE-ACT PLAY TO-DAY.
c
to the United States. It was the movement which has already
been mentioned— the experimental or Repertory Theatre move-
ment. Amateur dramatic club groups which had been producing
past successes of the stage began giving plays which the
professional stage would not produce--poss ibly because they
were too short, or too daring, or too literary. The
B%ddermarlcet Theatre in Norwich, England; the Glasgow
Repertory Theatre in Scotland; and the Abbey Theatre in
Dublin, Ireland are notable examples. The last-mentioned
became a worthy rival of professional groups.
After the Irish Players visited America, women's clubs
and dramatic societies in cities all over the United states
interested serious-minded persons in promoting the movement
in this country. Their purpose was to encourage a more
Intellectual type of drama than was being produced on the
professional stage. The movement became Icnown as the
Little Theatre m.ovement. Once begun, it spread with such
rapidity that there were about eight hundred Little Theatres
In the United States at the beginning of ^orld War I. Many
of the theatres were housed in simple buildings— often In
barns, used home-made scenery, charged no admission, and
did not pay their actors. Others were more like the
Repertory Theatre; they were supported by subscription and
gave small plays on a small scale.
The almost phenomenal development of this movement was
(t
due to several circumstances, in the cities many people
were dissatisfied with the commercial theatres—with their
policies, their prices, and their plays. The smaller towns,
because of the increased expenses of traveling and transpor-
tation, were deprived of everything except the poorer type
of r oad-show8--and in some towns even those were no longer
shown. Everywhere there was a desire to see plays of better
quality and to act or have some part in their production.
The Little Theatre appealed to civic pride, it changed drama
from a commercial venture to an art. It did not ask the
question: What will the profits be? Its backers were inter-
ested in drama, not dollars.
It is impossible to estimate the results that have been
achieved by such Little Theatres as the Neighborhood Play-
house in New Yoric, the Chicago Little Theatre, the Detroit
Theatre of Arts and Crafts, the Washington square players,
the Provincetown Players, the portmanteau Players, the
''Tisconsin players, and many others. The Chicago Little
Theatre emphasized particularly the poetic short play. The
Wisconsin Players did much to stimulate the writing of many
excellent one-act plays, several of which were published under
the title WISCOKSIK PLAYS. The Provincetown Players began
by making a theatre out of an old building on a wharf at
WISCONSIN PLAYS, Chicago Dramatic Club Publishing company,
1931.

Provincetown, l/faseachusetta . Later they moved to New York.
They exper irrented with new types of drama and encouraged the
writing of original playa. "^hia group was the first to pre-
sent Eugene O'Neill's playa. It is said that the Provincetow
Players "made** O'Keill, and it certainly is true that O'Neill
"made'' the Provincetown Players.^ '^o-day the most important
Little "^heatres in the United States are the Pasadena
Community Playhouse, the Cleveland Playhouse, and the
Gfoodman Theatre in Chicago. In the rural districts the most
important developments are the Little county Theatre at
Pargo, North Dakota, and Frederick l;. Koch'^s Playhouse, at
the Univeraity of North Carolina.
In AN INTRODUCTION TO DHM'A,^ lubbell and Beaty say that
had it not been for the one-act play, the Little Theatres
would have found their work much more difficult; and had it
not been for the Little Theatres, the one-set play would have
remained comparatively undevelopea. The Little Theatres
furnished an audience that was willing and eager to listen to
playa dealing with ideaa; the one-act playwrighta furnished
that type of play.
'*'he second change took place in the United states, in
the first decade of this century there appeared in the col-
leges and universities of the country, couraea in playwriting
1 The Provincetown Players were disbanded in 19£9.




and in the history of the drama. The most famous of these
courses was the 47 workshop, which was organized at Harvard
by Professor George pierce Baker. It had its own Little
Theatre, which became the most influential play laboratory
in the United states. It was established in 1912 and was
moved to Yale in 1926, when professor Baker went there to
teach. It continued until his retirement in 1933. To-day
it is known as the university Theatre at Yale. The workshop
published six volumes of one-act plays—four volumes under
the title PLAYS OF THE 47 WORKSHOP-'- and two volumes under
the title HARVARD DRAMATIC CLUB PLAYS. ^ The Workshop was
the first of many other courses with similar aims, in fact,
to-day almost every college or university in the
United states has its own Little Theatre. Teachers of the
drama soon discovered that the one-act form was excellent
to use in the teaching of the fundamentals of character izatioi
dialogue, suspense, and climax. It was also more satisfactor;
than the three-act form for use in the laboratory, it could
be presented in one class period; more students could take
part in three one-act plays than in one three-act play; it
was less difficult to produce; and it was usually a master-
piece of technique.
in response to the demand of the Little Theatres all
1 George Pierce Baker, PLAYS OF THE 47 WORiSHOP,
Brentanos, New York, 1920.
George Pierce Baker, EARViRD DRAMATIC CLUB PLAYS,
Brentanos, Hew York, 1920.

over the country for short dramss, talented playwrights
'"began writing one-act plays. Aa a result of this new
interest in the one-act form, a regular scheme of collecting
royalties was established. Another inducement to the
dramatist was the rapid growth in the publishing of
collections of one-act plays. When Mergaret Mayorga pub-
lished an anthology of one-act plays in 1919, it was the
first one on the market. To-day there are nearly two
hundred such collections. These two incentives have made
it worth while for the dramatist to experiment with this
new form.
To-day the one-act play is recognired as a dramatic
form of real worth, and its significance grows when we
remember that drama has progressed from the old five-act
play of Shakespeare through four acts to three, and now
to the one-act play. In this age of time-saving and
space-surmounting devices, it is not surprising that the
outstanding contribution of this century to the field of
drama has been the one-act masterpieces from some of the
best pens in the world, we are growing to appreciate
more and more what this new form has meant to the drama
family— its unique characteristics, its perfection of
artistry, and its varied possibilities.
B. The influence of realism that is reflected in much of
the drama of this century is shown in the one-act play. The
<
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baokground, inoidenta, characters, and dialogue reflect the
life of the common man. Synge said of hia playa that he had
uaed only a few words that he had not heard among the countrj^
people of Ireland. Probably the greatest contribution the
one-act play haa made to drama has been the folk play.
Through the dialect of the characters, the dramatist
interprets an environment. I/fany plays show a strange com-
bination of realism and mysticism. In "Welsh Honeymoon,"^
Jeannette !fark8 haa shown us the love of wonder and romance
that are inherent in the Welsh peasant. This humorous
little drama is about Vavasour Jones, a superstitious
cottager, and his wife, Gather ine.
The scene is a T^elsh kitchen; the time, about half past
eleven on Allhallows' fve. Just a year ago to-night
Vavasour Jones had gone to the church to pray that his wife
Catherine would die, their life together had been so unhappy
Eilir, his nephew, calls on his way to pally Hughes's party.
He notices that Vavasour keeps looking at the clock and seem^
worried.
Eilir (troubled): tch, the pity, tjnclej i didn't
think, an' ye're ill.'
Vavasour: . . . I'm not ill—not ill at all, but
Eiler, lad, ye're kin, an'--could ye promise never to tell?
1 In Helen Cohen, OUE-^CT PLAYS BY IVODERU AUTHORS.
This play won the Welsh National Theatre plrst pri^e in
1911.
i
Silir: Aye, uncle, I'm kin an' I promise. Tell on,
What is it? Are ye sick?
Vavasour (drearily): Uoh, lad, I'rr. not sick: . . ,
'Tie the night when Catherine must go.
Bllir: ^en Aunt Kats must go.' tfjfhat do you mean?
vavasour: She'll be dead to-night at twelve.
Eilir (bewildered): Dead at twelve? But she's at
Pally Hughes's. Does she know it?
Vavasour: No, but I do. . . . She's goin' to leave
me, lad; 'Tis Allhallows' Eve whatever: An' she'll be dyin»
at twelve. Aye, a year ago things were so bad between us, or
Allhallows ' "^ve I went down to the church porch shortly bef
o
m.idnight to see whether the spirit of your Aunt Kats would
be called. . . . An' as I was leanin' against the church wall
hopin', aye, lad, prayin' to see her spirit there, an' know
she'd die, I saw somethin' corrin' 'round the corner with
white over its head. ... It drew nearer an' nearer, an'
when it came in full view of the church porch, it paused,
it whirled around like that, an' sped away with the shroud
flappin' about its feet. . . . But there was time to see
that it was the spirit of Catherine, an' I was glad because
my wicked prayer had been answered, and because with
Catherine dyin' the next Allhallows' Eve, we'd have to live
together only the year out.
'Then Vavasour knew that he would have only one more
year with Catherine, he decided he "might as well try to be

decent and kind." it haa been the happiest year of his life,
and now that Allhallowa ' Eve has come again, he is frightened
and aad, for "she will be dead to-night at twelve," and he
will be to blame. Catherine returns home early from
Pally Hughes's party; something is worrying her. vavasour
and Catherine watch the clock furtively as it ticks off the
minutes. Finally the last stroke of twelve sounds.
Vavasour (mad with joy): Kats, are ye here, really
here?
Catherine (surprised): Am I here? Tut, lad, are
ye here? , . . rch, I'm a bad, bad woman, aye, vavasour Jones
a bad woman.' . . . Lad, a year ago this night I went to the
church porch, hopin', aye, prayin', ye'd be called, that I'd
see your spirit walkin' ... I'd been so unhappy with the
quarrel in' and hard words. . , .in' then, lad, when I
reached the church corner an' saw your spirit was really
there, really called, an' I knew ye'd not live the year
out. ... I was glad, I was glad, I was indeed. . . .An'
now the year through it has grown better an' better, an' I
could think of nothin' but lovin' ye, an' wishin' ye to
live, an' knowin' I was the cause of your bein' called.
Uch, lad, can ye forgive me?
vavasour (slowly): Aye, I can, none of us is
without sin; but, Catherine, it was wrong, aye, aye, 'twas a
wicked thing for a woman to do.
Catherine: An' then to-night, lad, I was expect in'
rc
ye to go, knowin' ye couldn't live after twelve, an' ye
aittin' there so innocent an' mournful. An* when the time
came, I wanted to die myself.
Vavasour: No matter, dearie, now. It was wrong
in ye, but we're still here, an' it's been a sweet year,
yias, better nor a honeymoon, an' all the years after we'll
make better nor this. There, there, Kats, let's have a bit
of a wassail to celebrate our Allhallows • honeymoon, shall
we?
Catherine (starting for the bowl but turning on
him): vavasour, how does it happen that the callin' is set
aside, an' that ye're really here?
Vavasour (with dignity): I'm not sayin' how it's
happened, Kats, but I'm thinkin' 'tis modern times whatever,
an' things have changed—aye, indeed, 'tis modern times.
Catherine (sighing contentedly): Good.' 'Tis
lucky 'tis modern times whatever.'
The social play of the last few years shows the latest
of the realistic tendencies. It deals with the social
problems of our age. Such authors as Noel coward,
Clifford Odets, and William Saroyan use this type of drama
successfully. "Hello Out There, "-^ a powerful play by
Saroyan, shows the plight of a man who is in jail in a little





Southern town, accused of a crime of which he is not guilty.
Before he can be brought to a just trial, he is lynched by a
group of men who have no trouble getting into the jail for
the doors are left unlocked for them; the only one on guard
is the not-too-bright little girl who cooks and scrubs the
floors. The injustice of the young man's plight seems to be
placed in the lap of the audience when the play ends with the
girl's looking straight out at the audience and whispering,
"Hello— out— there: Hello— out there J"
?he influence of romanticism is also conspicuous in the
one-act play. ""'he characters, being few, are usually
striking. The story ia frequently unusual or fanciful, "^he
one-act dramatist often shows us the uncommon in the common-
place. Ee may surprise us with a tragedy when we least
expect it. Lord "Dunaany's "A Night at an Inn"-^ shows this
tendency towards the romantic.
The scene is a lonely inn on an English moor. The Toff
(a dilapidated gentleman) and three merchant sailors (Albert,
Bill, and Sniggers) have stolen a ruby from the head of an
idol in Bombay. Three heathen priests have been following
them ever since. Albert says there is no sense in staying
here in this lonely inn, where there are no music halls,
no girls.










There*8 no aenae in it.
Vfhy not, Albert?
Beoauae I gave thoae blaok devils the
• • •
You give 'em the slip, Albert?
?he slip, all three of them. . . .
I walka alow enough. And then I turna a corner and I runs.
I never aeea a corner but I turna it. But aometlmea I let
a corner paaa juat to fool them. I twiata about like a hare.
Then I alta down and waita. No prieata.
Snigger a: 'Vhat?
Albert: No heathen black devila.
I give 'em the alip.
Sniggera: Why didn't you tell ua?
Albert: 'Cauae 'e won't let you apeak. 'E'a got
•ia plana and 'e thinka we're ailly folk. Thinga muat be
done 'ia way. And all the time I've give 'em the alip.
Weight 'ave 'ad one o' them crooked knivea in him before now
but for me who give 'em the alip in Hull,
Bill: well done, Albert,' Do you hear that,
Toffy? Albert haa give 'em the alip.
The Toff: Yea, I hear.
Sniggera: Well, what do you aay to that?
The Toff: 0--'^ell done, Albert!
Albert: And what a' you going to do?
'^he Toff: Going to wait.
(I
Thinking it is foolish to wait any longer, the three
men decide to go to London, "^he "^off gives them the ruby
as they leave, and they condescendingly promise him his
share. The Toff continues to sit in his chair, calmly
reading. In just a moment the three come rushing back
frightened.
sniggers (out of breath): we»ve come back, Toffy.
The Toff: So you have.
Albert: Toffy—How did they get here? . . . Did
you know they were here. Toffy?
The Toff: Expected them about now.
Bill: Toffy, old man— what are we to do?
The Toff: Ask Albert.
Bill: ... No one can save us but you. Toffy. I
always knew you were the clever one. we'll obey you, '^offy.
The Toff: You're brave enough and strong enough.
. . . But you're all three of you fools. . . . Those black
priests would follow you round the world in circles, year
after year till they got the ido3.'s eye. . . . That fool
thinks he can escape from men like that by running round
three streets in the town of Hull. . . . remember, you've
only my wita between you and death, and don't put your futile
plans against those of an educated gentleman.
Albert: If you're a gentleman, why don't you go
about among gentlemen instead of the likes of us?
The Toff: Because I was too clever for them aa I
ci
am too clever for you.
Albert: Too clever for them?
The Toff: I never lost a game of cards in my lif^
The Toff then prepares to "receive" the three priests.
The men draw their revolvers.
The Toff: No revolvers, please. ... I don't
want any noise at my psrty. we might get guests that
hadn't been invited. Knives are a different matter,
f All draw knives .
)
Bill: I think they're coming. Toffy.
The Toff: Hot yet.
Albert: When will they come?
The Toff: When I am quite ready to receive them.
Hot before.
The Toff puts the ruby on the table. Then one by one
the heathen priests enter. Each is knifed in the back by
one of the men.
The Toff: A good day's work, my frienda.
Bill: Well done. Toffy. Oh, you are a deep
one!
Albert: A deep one if there ever was one.
Sniggers: I'm sure we ought to be very grateful
to ^offy.
The Toff: Well, you see I Just have a knack of
foreseeing things.
Sniggers: I should think you did.
Bill: Why, I don't suppose anything happens

that our Toff doesn't foresee. Does It, Toffy?
The Toff: Well, I don't think it does. Bill. T
don't think it often does.
Before they bury the bodies of the priests, they
decide to drink a toast to Toffy. Steps are heard and then
a hideous, blind idol enters, gropes its way to the ruby,
picks it up, screws it into a socket in its forehead, and
walks out, not groping. The men stare at him frightened
and speechless, as the sound of the idol's heavy, wooden
steps grows fainter , the tension of the men relaxes.
Sniggers: We are saved.
A Voice Off: Meestaire William Jones, Able seaman.
(The Toff has never spoken, never moved.)
Bill: Albert, Albert, what is this? (He rise^
and walks out. One moan is heard.)
Voice: Meestaire Albert Thomas, Able Seaman.
Albert; rust I go, '^offy? Toffy, must I go?
. . . (going). Toffy, "^offy. (Exit.)
Voice: Meestaire Jacob Smith, Able Seaman.
Sniggers: I can't go. Toffy. I can't go. I
can't do it. (He goes.)
Voice: Meestaire Arnold Everett Scott-portescue
,
late EJsquire, Able Seaman.
The Toff. I did not foresee it. (Exit.)
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The one-act play may be almost anything the author
wiahea it to be—realistic or fantastic, a tragedy or a
comedy, fifteen minutes in length or one hour. But it must
have unity of effect. This is achieved by developing one
theme through one situation to one climax, peroival Wilde
says of the one-act play, "Unity is its inspiration;
unity its aim; unity is its aoul."-^ There must be a single
dominant theme, and it must be announced in some way early
in the play.
Oliphant Downs, in his fantasy, "The Faker of Dreams,"^
gives us the theme in the very first lines of the play.
Pierrette is setting the table for two. As she puts the
tea in the pot, a voice is heard singing:
"Baby, don't wait for the moon.
She is caught in a tangle of boughs;
And mellow and musical June
Is saying ' (Jood-night • to the cows."
Pierrot enters. As he sits by the fire and unselfish little
Pierrette kneels beside him to put on his slippers, he sings
"Baby, don't wait for the moon,
She will put out her tongue and grimace;
And mellow and musical June
Is pinning the stars in their place."
Then as Pierrot leaves to hunt the girl of his dreams,
^ Percival wilde, CRAFTMANSHIP OF THE ONE-ACT PLAY, p. 34.
2 Barrett H. Clark, HEPRSSENTATIVS ONE-ACT PLAYS BY
BRITISH AND IRISH AUTHORS.
(
Pierrette ainga:
"Pierrot, don't wait for the moon,
there's a heart-chilling cold in her raya;
And mellow and muaical June
!^ill last only thirty ahort daya."
?he theme appeara again and again through the play aa
Pierrot of the light heart and Pierrette of the hungry
heart aing the little refrain. Even when the Jfaker of
preama tella Pierrot the atory of the man who hunted
all night for muahrooma, found none, and returned home
diaconaolate only to find a great muahroom had gro'Am
up in the night by hia very dooratep, Pierrot atill
"waita for the moon." At laat, when he forgets himself
and really looka at Pierrette, he aeea that she answers
the description of the girl that the Malcer of Dreama
haa deaigned for him. The play ends with Pierrot and
Pierrette sitting by the fire with their "feet on the
fender," aa Pierrot ainga:
"Baby, don't wait for the moon,
The ataira of the aky are so steep;
And mellow and muaical June
la waiting to kiaa you to aleep."
Unity of effect ia alao achieved through aingleneaa of
impression, or atrroaphere. in Percy MacKaye's "Gettysburg,
1 in Helen Louise Cohen, OUE-ACT PLAYS BY MODERN AUTHORS,
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when the curtain riaea on the interior of a woodahed, the
only aound ia the ainging of the teakettle on the amall oil
atove, the only motion the floating ateam from the kettle.
An old man ia drowsing in a wooden armchair. A aweet-faced
girl of about seventeen enters. It ia Decoration Day, the
first Decoration Day that Link Tadbourne—Chipmunk thej
called him In the sixties because his legs were so spry
—
haan't marched with "the boys." If what "that doctor
feller" aaya ia ao, he "can*t never go agin thia aide o'
Jordan." It has been nine months aince he "had that
atroke.
"
Polly, Link's grandniece, isn't going to the parade
to-day—she aaya ahe doesn't want to. she would rather
atay at home and have Bncle Link teach her hiatory—about
Willoughby Run, Death valley, the Wheatfield, and
Gettyaburg. She helpa him to put on his "teachin' rig"
the old blue army coat and hat. Hia story ia punctuated
by the aound of the bugle and the atraina of martial music.
Link: But loae the Wheatfield, loae
the Ridge, and loae the Ridge--loae God-and-alli . . .
Over them atone walla
thar oomea the Johnniea, thick as grasahoppera
:
gray legs a-jumpin' through the tall wheat tops.
And now thar ain't no topa, thar ain't no wheat,
thar ain't no lookin': Jeat blind feelin' round
in the black mud, and trampin' on boys' faces.
(
-and grapplin' with hell-devils, and atin^ o' amoice
and atingin* smother, and— up thar through the darii
—
that crazy punkin sun, like an old moon
lopsided, crackin* her red shell, with thunder.'
(In the distance, a bugle sounds, and the low martial
music of a brass band begins. Linli's face twitches, and he
pauses, listening. Prom this moment on, the sound and
emotion of the brass music, slowly growing louder, permeates
the scene.
)
Link: . . . mebbe jest Old Nick, as he sat hoein»
them hills, and haulin' in the little heaps
0' squirmin' critters, kind o' reco'ni?ed
Link as his livin' image, and ao kep him
to put in an airthly hell, whar thar ain't no legs,
and worn-out devils sit froze in high-backed chairs,
list'nin' to bugles'-bugles—bugles, callin'.
(Link clutches the sides of his chair, staring. The
music draws nearer. Polly touches him soothingly.)
Link (relaxing under her touch): No, never mind J . . ,
It's jest that onct— onct we was boys,
onct we was boys—with legs. . . .
But never mind.' 'Tain't nothin':
Old brass gits rusty, and old underpinnin'
gits rotten, and trapped chipmunks lose their legs.
(With smoldering fire.)




(His face convulses and he cries out, terribly
—
straining in his chair to riae.)
—for holy God, that band.'
W[i^ don't they stop that bandl
From here the play rushes to its climax. AQ the parade
passes the woodshed, the voices of children are heard singing
•*John Brown's Body."
(At the sound Link's face becomes transformed with
emotion, his body shakes and his shoulders heave and
straighten.
)
Link: No:--l won't set.'




Link: Them are the boys that marched to Kingdom Come
ahead of us, but we keep fallin' in line.
Them voices— . . . I'm go in' t' jine in, or bust;
His thin, cracked voice takes up the battle hymn where the
children are singing it.
Link: —a-mold'rin' in the grave,
John Brown's body lies a-mold'rin' in the grave,
John Brown's body lies a-mold'rin' in the grave.
But his soul goes:
—
(Suddenly he stops, aware that he is walking, and
cries aloud, astounded.}
Lord, Lord, my legs.'
Whar did ye git my legs?
He picks up a flag from the woodpile.

Link: I'm oomln*, boys I
Link's loose again: Chipmunk has sprung his trap.
Now, boys, three cheers for cemetery Ridgel




AB the ourtain falls. Link joins the procession, his old
cracked voice jubilantly singing:
— ry, hallelujah.
Glory, glory, hallelujah,
His truth is marching on.
Economy Is one of the essentials of the one-act play.
There must be no line that does not bring the plot to its
solution; there must be no character that is not necessary
to the theme. By presenting a crucial moment in the life
of a character the author implies what his past has been
and intimates what his future will be. Synge, in his
poignant tragedy "Riders to the Sea,"-*- in one speech gives
us the whole history of Maurya's life, she has lost her
husband, her husband's father, and five of her six sons
to the sea. How, Bartley, her last son, has been drowned
and the townspeople carry in his body on a plank and lay
it on the table. Who cannot picture the years and years of
1 In Montrose J. Moses, HEPHESEKTi^TIVS BRITISH DRAMA.
roQt critics of the drarr.a believe "Hiders to the Sea" ia
the greatest one-act play ever written.
(
anxiety through which Maurya has lived—and the relief 8he
now fe6l8--relief
,
yes, but relief attended by despair.
The neighbors, who have come in to mourn with her, are
keening softly and swaying with a slow movement.
Maurya (raising her heed and speaking as if she did not
see the people around her): l?hey»re all gone now, and
there isn't anything more the sea can do to me. . . . I'll
have no call now to be up crying and praying when the wind
breaks from the south, and you can hear the surf is in the
east, and the surf is in the west, making a great stir with
the two noises, and they hitting one on the other. I'll
have no call now to be going down and getting Holy vyater
in the dark nights after Samhein, and I won't care what way
the sea is when the other women will be keening. (To Nora.)
(Jive me the Holy Water, Nora, there's a small cup still on
the dresser. (Nora gives it to her. Maurya sprinkles
the Holy Water over Bartley's body.)
JAaurya: It isn't that I haven't prayed for you, Hartley,
to the Almighty God. It isn't that I haven't said prayers in
the dark night till you wouldn't know what I 'Id be saying:
but it's a great rest I'll have now, and it's time surely.
It's a great rest I'll have now, and great sleeping in the
long nights after Samhain, if it's only a bit of wet flour
we do have to eat, and maybe a fish that would be stinking.
In the one-act play, characterization is given quickly
I
through dialogue and pantomime. Since character must be
defined early in the play, the author usually brings out a
dominant trait in each of the major characters.
Lady Gregory's "Spreading the Kews"-^ is an excellent example
of rapid characteriration. in three sentences J/^rs. Tarpey
shows us not only what kind of folks the townspeople are
but also what kind of person she herself is.
The scene is Mrs. Tarpey's apple stall.
Magistrate {to Mrs. Tarpey): Do you know this
town well, my good woman?
Mrs. Tarpey: Do I know the town? j do, to be sure
Magistrate: V?hat is its chief business?
Mrs. '^arpey: Business, is it? what business would
the people here have but to be minding one another's
business?
Magistrate: I mean what trade have they?
Mrs. Tarpey: Mot a trade. Uo trade at all but to
be talking.
Bartley Fallon and his wife enter, and it does not take
us long to discover what is Bartley's dominant trait.
Bartley: Indeed it's a poor country and a scarce
country to be living in. But I'm thinking if I went to
America it's long ago the day I'd be deadJ . . . And it's a
great expense for a poor men to be buried in America.
In Barrett H. Clark, REPRESENTATIVE ONE-ACT PLAYS BY
BRITISH AM) IRISH AUTHORS.

Mrs. Fallon: Never fear, Bartley Fallon, but i»ll
give you a good burying the day you'll die.
Bartley: Maybe it's yourself will be buried in
the graveyard of Cloonmara before me, Mary Fallon, and I
myself that will be dying unbelmowest some night, and no one
a-near me. And the est itself may be gone straying through
the country, and the mice squealing over the quilt.
Mrs. Fallon: Leave off talking of dying. It
might be twenty years you'll be living yet.
Bartley (with a deep sigh): I't. thinking if I'll
be living at the end of twenty years, it's a very old man
I'll be then.
The one-act play is practical to stage. The costumes
and scenery are simple and effective. They should fit so
naturally into the play that the audience is not conscious
of them, "^here is no time to gaze at elaborate costumes or
scenery. Since suggestion is the keynote of the one-act
drama, the scenery itself is usually suggestive. Color is
used symbolically. It can do much to create the mood. The
whole production—the play, the lighting, the costumes, the
setting— is unified by one dominant mood or impression, in
staging a play such as Maeterlinck's "The intruder, the
creation of mood or atmosphere is indispensable to its
success. To give the suggestion of mystery, it is sometimes
^ in Victor Gollancz. FIFTI ONE-ACT PLiYS

played behind a blue gauze ourtaln.
The charactera are The Three Daughters, The Grandfather,
The Father, The Uncle, The Servant, and the Slater of Feroy.
The aoene ia a lighted room in an old country house. At the
back of the room ia a atained-glaas window, in which the
color green predominates. A Dutch clock is in one corner.
A lighted lamp ia in the room.
The Mother ia very ill, and all apeak in hushed tones.
She has passed the crisis, but The Grandfather, who ia blind,
seems to sense that all is not well. He seems to hear some-
one outside with a scythe-- it is only someone mowing the
tall grass, they tell him. He notices that the lighted
lamp begins to flicker— it is only the wind, they say. But
the window is not open. There is a knock at the door, and
The Grandfather hears aomeone enter-- it is the sister, who
is coming to care for The Mother, they tell him. But
The Servant says that no one has come. The clock strikes
eleven. The Grandfather aays that something has happened,
that hi a daughter is worse, that they are keeping it from
him. He hears something— it is the leaves falling, falling
on the terrace, "^he clock strikes midnight.
The Grandfather (shuddering with peculiar horror):
Wio is that who got up?
The light goes out. There ia deathly silence. Then
The Sister of Mercy enters and makes the sign of the cross.
Death, "The Intruder,'' has come.
I
C. Juat as the little fourteen-line sonnet is one of the
most technical forma of poetry, so the one-act play is one
of the most technical forma of drama. It muat be artistic
or it is nothing. Kenneth Thorpe Howe, in his book
WHITE TEAT PLAY,-^ says that in writing a aucceasful one-act
play, three proceasea are involved: elimination of all
that is unessential, compression of much significant action
into one scene, suggestion by what ia said and done of a
great deal that haa happened off stage. Only those events
ahould be ahown that are necessary to make the atory clear,
but they muat be climactic moments—moments in which the
characters muat make vital decisions.
The dramatist gets his material from life. It gives
him what Percival Wilde, in his book THE CRi?.FTMMSHIP OP THE
ONE-ACT PLAY, calls the "germinal idea."^ sometimes that
idea comes in the form of an axiomatic theme which is stated
conspicuously in the play, we found this to be true in
"The Maker of Dreama." The theme ia stated conspicuously in
George Kelly's aatire "The Flattering Word,"^
Eugene Teah, a prominent dramatic a tar, lures the
Reverend Loring Rigley, hia good wife, a very pioua church
worker, and her exceedingly rotund daughter to the theatre
by following this bit of advice: "... that ia the
I Kenneth ""horpe Rowe, WRITE THAT PLAY. p. 11.
^ Percival' Wilde, TEE CRAFT^/^ANSHIP OF tHS ONE- ACT PLAY, p. 60.
^ In Helen Louise Cohen, ONE-ACT PLAYS BY J/'OT)K?N AUTHORS.

flattering word; the one compliment that has never failed.
Tell any man, woman, or oh lid that he should be on the
stage—and you'll find him quite as suaoeptible as a oat
to catnip."
Sometimes the theme is not stated, yet it seems to
pervade the whole play. We feel the theme all through
"The Intruder" and Riders to the sea," though it does not
force itself upon us. Often the theme seems to be hidden
and we must hunt for it before we find it. Such a play
is Galsworthy's "The Little Man."-^ The theme is
Galsworthy's favorite and often used one—the difference
between verbal and practical humanity.
The first scene is the platform of an Austrian rail-
way station. A German, who loudly flouts his Mietzchean
philosophy; a Dutchman, who laughs foolishly and says
nothing; an American, who boasts of his belief in the
brotherhood of man; and an Englishman and his wife, who
snobbishly keep to themselves—all looJc with condescen-
sion on The Little Man, who seems to them "a bit streaky,"
for he is one-fourth German, one-fourth Dutch, one-fourth
American, and one-fourth English. When a tired mother,
carrying a baby and too many bundles arrives.
The Little Van offers to care for the baby.
The second scene is in the compartment of a train.
^ 'in Victor Gollancz, J-IFTY ONS-ACT PLAYS.
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I
The Little Man ia atlll holding the baby and aome of the
woman'8 bundles, but the woman haa miaaed the train. The
aituatlon becomea more complicated when they lools. at the
baby»8 face and aee red maria, which muat mean typhua. All
ruah out of the compartment, leaving The Little Man alone
with the baby. He ia about to be arrested for kidnapping
when the mother appeara. The apota on the b&by»s face are
from the ahawl—not from typhua. The Little Man ia a hero,
and all are proud that he ia their friend. The American
expreaaea the aentiment of all.
American (waving hia hat): 'Ra: 'RaJ
(He descends awiftly, goes up to The Little Man, whose
arm the Policeman haa dropped, and takes hia hand.) Brother,
I am proud to know you. Thia ia one of the greatest moments
I have ever experienced. (Diaplaying The Little Man to the
aaaerobled company.) I think I aense the aituatlon when I
say that we all esteem it an honor to breathe the rather
Inferior atmosphere of thia atation here along with our
little friend. I gueaa we ahall all go home and treeaure
the memory of his face aa the whiteat thing in our muaeum
of recollection. And perhapa thia good woman will also go
home and wash the face of our little brother here. I am
Inapired with a new faith in mankind, we can all be proud
of thia mutual experience; we have our ahare in it; we
can kind of feel noble. Ladies and gentlemen, I wiah to
preaent to you a sure-enough saint— only wants a halo, to

be transfigured. (Ho The little JAan. ) Stand right up.
("The Little Man stands up bewildered. They come
about him. The Official bows to him, the policeman salutes
him. The Dutch youth shakes his head and laughs. The
German draws himself up very straight, and bows quickly twice
The Englishman and his wife approach at least two atepa, then
thinking better of it, turn to each other and recede. The
Mother kisses his hand.
)
Am.erican: Hold on just a minute.' Gueas I'll take
a snapshot of the miracle. (He adjusts hia pocket camera.
)
Thia ought to look bully.'
sometimes the germinal idea atarta in a situation.
Such a play la '^Spreading the News." Red-haired Jack smith
atopa for a few minutes sat Mrs, Tarpey'a apple stall to
have a chat with her and Bartley Pallon and Mrs. Fallon.
Aq he leavea, merrily singing "The Hed-haired Man's wife,"
he forgets hia hayfork. Bartley picks it up and hurriea
after Jack to give it to him. Tim casey arrivea and aaka
Mrs. Fallon where Bartley la. She anawers that he la
following Jack Smith with a hayfork, then leaves. Tim is
astonished: "Following Jack Smith with a hayfork: Did
ever anyone hear the like of that," He shouts the news to
Mrs, Tarpey, who la deaf. Shawn Early and P^s. Tully
stop at the stall, and Tim tells them the neyva. Mrs, Tarpey
asks Shawn if he has seen Jack smith's wife.
Shawn Early: I did. At her own house she was,
drying clothea on the hedge as I paaaed.
fr
Mrs. Tarpey: 'Vhst did you say she was doing?




Mrs. Tarpey: Laying out a sheet for the dead
J
The Lord have mercy on us.' Jack Smith dead, and his wife
laying out a sheet for his burying, isn't the deafness
the great hardship? Half the world might be dead without
me knowing of it or getting word of it at alii
Mrs, Tulley: What was it rose the dispute at all,
Mrs. Tarpey?
Mrs. Tarpey: Not a one of me knows. The last I
saw of them. Jack Smith was standing there, and Bartley pall
was standing there, quiet and easy, and he listening to
"The Red-haired Man's Wife.**
Mrs. Tully: Do you hear that. Tim Casey? . . .
Bartley Fallon was here this morning listening to red
Jaok smith's wife. Listening to her and whispering with
her.' It was she started the fight so.
Thus the situation is laid for "spreading the news."
The playwright's inspiration may come through a
character. Eugene O'Neil's play "Ile"^ is the story of
captain Keeney, who for thirty years has brought home more
oil and whales than any other skipper in Homeport. But
1 In George A. Gladstone, OUE-ACT PLAYS
f
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this trip things have been different. They have been ice-
bound for 80 long, the food ia so poor, and the aupply so
low that the men are ready to mutiny. But worst of all,
captain Keeney»8 wife, the one person in the world whom
he really loves, has come with them on this trip. The
Mate tries to persuade Keeney to turn south and go home.
Mate: I warnH thinkin' of myself, sir— 'bout
turnin' home, I mean. (Desperately.) But Mrs. Keeney,
sir— seems like she ain't satisfied up here, ailin' like
—
what with the cold an' bad luck an' the ice an' all.
Keeney (his face clouding—rebukingly but not
severely): That's my business, ""r. Slocum. I'll thank
you to steer a clear course o' that. (A pause. } The
ice'll break up soon to no'th'rd. I could see it atartin'
to-day. And when it goes and we git some sun, Annie '11
perk up. (Another pause— then he bursts forth.) It ain't
the damned money what's keep in* me up in the Northern
seas, Tom. But i can't go back to Homeport with a measly
four hundred barrel of ile. I'd die fust, I ain't never
come back home in all my days vithout a full ship. Ain't
that truth?
Mate: Yes, sir; but this voyage you have been
ice-bound, an'
—
Keeney (scornfully): And d' you s'pose any of
'em would believe that—any o' them skippers I've beaten
voyage after voyage? Can't you hear 'em laughin' and
sneer in '--Tibbots 'n' simma and the rest--and all o'
rf
Homeport maJcin* fun o' me? "Dave zeeney what boaata he 'a
the best whalin' skipper out o' Homeport oomin* back with
a measly four hundred barrel of ile?" (The thought of this
drives him into a freney, and he amaahea hla fiat down on
the marble top of the aideboard.) Hell.' I got to git the
ile, I tell you. How could I figger on thia ice? It»8
never been ao bad before in the thirty year I been a-comin*
here. And now it*8 breakin* up. In a couple o' days it'll
be all gone. And they*a whale here, plenty of 'em. T
know they is and I ain't never gone wrong yit. I got to
git the ile: I got to git it in spite of all hell, and
by God, I ain't a-goin' home till I do git itJ
I/fra, Keeney thinka he will liaten to her pleadings.
He loves her—he has always tried to pleaae her. He has
brought along an organ to be company for her on this trip.
Mrs. Keeney: Take me away from here, David i if
I don't get away from here, out of this terrible ship, I'll
go mad.' Take me home, pavid.' I can't think any more. I
feel as if the cold and the silence were crushing down on
my brain. I'm afraid. Take me home.'
Keeney (holda her at arm's length and looks at
her face anxiously): Beat go to bed, Annie. You ain't
youraelf . You got fever. Your eyea look ao strange like.
I ain't never seen you look this way before.
Mrs. reeney (laughing hysterically): it 'a the ice
and the cold and the silence—they'd make anyone look strange.
Ic
€
Keeney (soothingly): In a month or two, with
good luck, three at the moat, I'll have her filled with
lie and then we'll give her everything ahe'll atand and
p'int for home.
Mrs. Keeney: But we can»t wait for that—
I
oan't wait. I want to get home. And the men won't wait.
They want to get home. It a cruel, it 'a brutal for you
to keep them. You muat sail back. You've got no excuse.
There's clear water to the south now. if you*ve a heart
at all, you've got to turn back.
Keeney (harshly): I can't, Annie.
Mrs. Keeney: Why can't you?
Keeney: A woman couldn't rightly understand my
reason.
Mrs. Keeney (wildly): Because it's a stupid,
stubborn reason. Oh, I heard you talking with the second
mate. You're afraid the other captains will sneer at you
because you didn't come back with a full ship. You want
to live up to your silly reputation even if you do have to
beat and starve men and drive me mad to do it.
Mrs. Keeney: I've always been a good wife to you,
haven't i, David?
Keeney (his voice betraying his emotion): Uo man
ever had a better, Annie.
Mrs. Keeney: And I've never asked for much from
you, have l, David? Have I?
tI
r
Keeney: You know you could have all I got the
power to give ye, Annie.
Mrs. Keeney (wildly): Then do thia, this once,
for my sake, for God's sake—take me home.' It»8 killing
me, this life—the brutality and cold and horror of It.
I»m going mad. I can feel the threat in the air. I
can hear the silence threatening me—day after gray day
and every day the same. I can't bear it. (sobbing.}
I'll go mad, I know I will. 7ake me home, David, if you
love me aa you say. I'm afraid. For the love of God,
take me home; (She throwa her arms around him, weeping
against his shoulder. His face betrays the tremendous
struggle going on within him. He holds her out at arm's
length, his expression softening. For a moment his
shoulders sag, he becomes old, his iron spirit weakens
aa he looks at her tear-stained face.
)
Keeney (dragging out the words with an effort):
I'll do it, Annie—for your sake— if you say it's needful
for ye.
Mrs. Keeney (with wild joy—kissing him): God
bless you for that, David!
(He turns away from her silently and walks towards
the companlonway. Just at that moment there la a clatter




Mate (excitedly): The ice ie breakin' up to
no'th'rd, air. There's a clear passage through the floe,
and clear water beyond, the lookout aaya.
(Keeney straightens himself like a man coming




Keeney (his voice suddenly grim with determi-
nation): Then get her ready and we'll drive her through.
. . . And I was a-goin' home like a yaller dogJ
Annie laughs hysterically, then sits down at the
organ and plays wildly.
Keeney (turning to his wife): Anniei Did you
hear him? I'll git the ile. (She doesn't answer or
seem to know he is there. He gives a hard laugh, which
is almost a groan.) I know you're foolin' me, Annie.
You ain't out of your mind— (anxiously) be you? I'll
git the ile now right enough
—
jest a little while longer,
Annie—then we'll turn hom'ard. j can't turn back now,
you see that, don't ye? I've got to git the ile. (jn
sudden terror. ) Answer mei You ain't mad, be you?
(She keeps on playing the organ, but makes no reply.
The Mate's face appears again through the skylight.)
Mate: All ready, sir;
(iCeeney turns his back on his wife and strides to the
doorway, where he stands for a moment and looks back at her
fI
4





Keeney fhis face suddenly grown hard with deter-
mination): Aye.
(He turns abruptly and goes out. Mrs. Keeney does not
appear to notice his departure. Her whole attention seems
centered in the organ, she sits with half-closed eyes, her
body swaying a little from side to side to the rhythm of
the hymn. Her fingers move faster and faster and she is
playing wildly and discordantly as the ourtein falls.)
Once the playwright has his theme or germinal idea, he
must work out his plot. The basis of the one-act plot must
be a crucial moment in the life of a character, in real
life there are many such moments, but we do not view them
separately, we view them in relation to all of life. It
is much easier in the long play to portray an event in Its
relation to other events than it is in the short play. It
may be done through a sub-plot, but in the one-act play the
plot and sub-plot must be woven into a single thread.
Percivsl wilde says, in his CRAFTSMMSHIP OF THE OiJS-ACT PLAY,
that there are three ma^or movements in a one-act play:
the question is suggested; the question is brought into focus
so that the audience eagerly awaits the answer; the question
1 Percival Wilde, PEE CRAFTMAMSHIP OF TEE OKE-ACT PLAY. p. 83

is answered with some degree of finality and satisfaction.
The short race is usually won by the runner who gets
off to the best start. A successful opening is an essen-
tial in the short play. It must capture the interest of
the audience; it must present the question; it must
acquaint the audience with the characters; it must convey
the mood of the play. This necessary exposition must be
given so naturally that the listeners are not conscious
it is being given. The clever dramatist does it by
making the audience ask the questions before they are
answered. A good beginning often gives one the feeling
that he has been plunged into the thick of things. The
one-act play should start as late as possible in the
procession of events. In real life there are no actual
beginnings; the dramatist must make one. The most
effective beginning suggests much more than it gives.
William Butler Yeats 's play, "The Land of Heart's
Desire,"^ is an example of a good beginning. The first
speech of the mother captures our interest, we are
plunged into the domestic scene. Alrrost immediately we
learn that there is unhappiness in this home, we find
ourselves asking the question; ii!hy is M&ry Bruin
unhappy?
Bridget: Because I bid her clean the pots for




She took that old book down out of the thatch,
She has been doubled over it ever since.
We should be deafened by her groans and moans
,
Had she to work as some do. Father Hart,
Get up at dawn like me and mend and scour;
Or ride abroad in the boisterous night like you.
The pyx and blessed bread under your arm.
Shawn:
Mother, you are too cross.
Bridget: You've married her and fear to vex her
and 30 take her part.
Jfaurteen (to Father Hart):
It is but right that youth should side with youth.
She quarrels with my wife a bit at times.
And is too deep just now in the old book.'
But do not blame her greatly; she will grow
As quiet as a puff-ball in a tree
79hen but the moons of marriage dawn and die
For half a score of tim.es.
Father Hart:
Their hearts are wild,
Aa be the hearts of birds, till children com.e.
Bridget:
She would not mind the kettle, milk the cow.
Or even lay the knives and spread the cloth.

Aa the play develops, eaoh incident should arise from
the one that directly precedes it, and each must bring the
play nearer its climax, some episodes need not be shown;
they may be related in the dialogue or may even be only
suggested, it is possible, however, for the plot to have
too few situations as well as too many. If there are too
few, the climax comes aa a shock to the senses and seems
unconvincing, in the one-act play suspense cannot be drawn
out too long. This may be avoided by half answers, which
will make the audience eager for the whole answer.
Booth Tarklngton has done this very effectively in
"Beauty and the Jacobin."^
The scene is a garret room in Boulogne-sur-lfer ; the
time, November 1793. As the curtain rises,
Louis Yalny-Cherault is trying, without success, to forge
the names of varennes, carnot, and Robespierre on a passport
To our question of why, the half-answer soon comes that
Louis, his sister Anne, and Bloise d'Anville will be
guillotined if they do not leave France to-day—the boat,
sails in one hour. Eloise does not believe they will be
guillotined--she can save them, she thinks. TUlhy? Because
ahe is a friend of the people; she has given the Republic
everything she owns—except her Jewels and expensive clothes
A Beauty cannot get along without them. Why has she given
1 In Helen Louise Cohen, OUE-ACT PLAYS BY MODERU AUTHORS.

her property to the People? Because ahe ia their friend,
she says.
If Eloiae can save them, why is Louis forging a pass-
port? Because he knows their names, Eloise's too, are
pro3cribed for to-morrow's guillotining. 'Thy then do not he
and Anne leave without Eloise? Because he ia in love with
Eloise. In spite of her indifference to him, he has been
her faithful slave all his life. Why does Eloise vish to
remain in prance? Because she knows if she leaves with
Louis, she will have to marry him.
There ia noise in the street below—the tramping feet
of soldiers, the singing of the "Marseillaise." Suddenly
the noise stops, a command is given, and muskets are
lowered. There is a knock at the door; it is yalsin come
to take them to the guillotine. Eloise knows that she can
save them—she is the People's friend. But if that does
not persuade the Jacobin, there is one thing that has
never failed to get her whatever she wants—she is a Beauty.
She has Anne and Louis go Into the next room so that she
can be alone with Valsin. He knows that Louis and Anne are
hiding in the next room. Why does he know they are there?
The man who has befriended Louis and found him thia garret
room was commissioned by Valsin to do this. Why? Valsin
knows Louis; he was once in Louis's regiment and waa
mistreated by him. How is his chance to get revenge.
He only laughs when Eloise tells him she gave all her

property to the People—they would have taken it anyway.
Will she win him by her beauty as ahe has won men all her
life? We soon get a half answer.
Yalsin: Presently I shall arrest those people in
the other room and, regretfully, you too. But first I
pamper myself; i chat; I have an attractive woman to listen,
in the matter of the arrest, I delay my fire; I do not
flash in the pan, but I lengthen my fuse. Why? For the
same reason that when I was a little boy and had something
good to eat, I always first paid it the compliment of an
epicure, I looked at it a long while. I played with it.
Then--I devoured it. I am still like that.
Yalsin (gayly): Behold, then.' Many women who
are not Beauties are beautiful, but in such women you do
not always discover beauty at your first glance; it is
disclosed with a subtle tardiness, it does not dazrle;
it is reluctant; but it grows as you looJj: again and again,
you get a little here, a little there, like glimpses of
children hiding in a garden. It is shy, and sometimes
closed in from you altogether, and then, unexpectedly,
this belated loveliness springs into bloom^ before your very
eyes. It retains the capacity of surprise, the vital
element of charm. But the Beauty lays all waste before her
at a stroke: it is soon over. Thus your Eloise, brought

to court, atartled Versailles; the sensation was over-
whelming. Then Versailles got used to her, just as it ^ad
to its other prodigies; the fountains were there, the King
was there, the d'Anville was there; and naturally, one had
seen them; saw them every day— one talked of matters less
accepted, "^het was horrible to Eloise. she had tasted; the
appetite, once stirred, was insatiable. At any cost she
must henceforth have always the sensation of being a sensa-
tion. She must be the pivot of a reeling world. So she
went into politics.
Valsin: You may be sure she thoroughly enjoyed
her hallucination that she was a great figure in the
Revolution—which was cutting off the heads of so many of
her relatives and old friends J
Then, with a smug smile, the jacobin picks up the
forged passport, signs his own name to it, and thus makes
it legal. They may embark to-day.' why has valsin saved
his enemy? Has Eloise 's charm won him after all?
Valsin: , . . (He strikes the table with his fist.)
I see it; I see it I Beauty's husband.' (Pounding the table
with each exclamation, his voice rising in excitement.)
What a vision! This damned, proud, loving Louis, a pomade-
bearer I A buttoner.' An errand boy to the perfumer's, to the
chemist's, to the milliner's.' A groom of the powder closet--
Married to a selfish Beauty.' It will be worse than the
guillotine. Valsin has his revenge.
r1^
"^he climax comes as the result of the development of
the aeries of incidents. This is the moment towards which
the play has been building. It is the moment of greatest
emotional response.
"Then in a sentence one of the actors makes ua
catch our breath. . . . the house becomes doubly hushed,
a thousand souls strain forward toward one little group
there on the dais in the centre. Our bodies are motionless,
our throats contracted, strange emotions nress in, we feel
the hot tears welled behind our eyes. A ' noment' has come.
Before the silence proves unbearable, this actress, this
woman standing there before ua , must speak, must move, we
wait, suspended. In this hush the slightest thing she does
or aaya may precipitate the thousand watchers into tears and
grief, into perfect understanding, into gentle laughter.
The sudden quivering of her lips— what is that to make a
thousand men and women draw their breath in a stifled sob?
Her shudder seems echoed in something that is crawling
down our spines. Her half-articulated 'yes' tears us like
a knife plunged into our own flesh.
"For a few moments we have known a cessation of
the outward life of the world, we have known an intensi-
fication of the life of the spirit. Everything has been so
clarified that a gesture, a poetically right phrase, a aob,
seemed to resolve all that has puzzled us in living, seemed
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to lift U3 up, to glorify us. This ia the moment toward
which all drama tenda."^
In the cne-aot play the crucial moment often haa little
dialogue--3ometimea only a sentence or two or even a word.
Here the atage buaineas must be effective. It is as though
the emotion was too deep for expression. In Thornton wilder's
play, "Mozart and the Gray Steward,"^ Mozart speaks two
words, "Forgive me," at the moment when he makes his decision.
The Gray Steward has come to ask him to write a Requiem
for the wife of Count von walsegg. The Count will pay well,
but there is one proviso: it must be anonymous. Mozart is
ill and he needs the money badly, but—write a Requiem for
this woman? "Her impudences smelt to Heaven, she dressed
like a page and called herself cherubim. Her red cheeks and
her black teeth and her sixty years are in my mind now."
(Mozart, at the mercy of his youth, his illness, and
his genius, ia shaken by a violent fit of weeping. The sobs
gradually subside and he falls asleep. In hia dream
The Gray steward returns.)
The Gray Steward; Mozart.' Turn and look at me. You
know who I am.
Mozart (not turning): You are the steward of the
Count von Walsegg. Go tell him to write his own music. I
will not stain my pen to celebrate his lady, so let the
foul bury the foul.
Sheldon Cheney, THE THEATRE, p. 8.
In Helen Louise Cohen, ONE-ACT PLAYS.

The Gray Steward: It ia Death itself that oommanda
you this Requiem. You are to give a voice to all thoae
millions sleeping, who have no one but you to speak for
them. There lie the captains and the thieves, the queens
and the drudges, while the evening of their earthly
remembrance shuts in, and from that great field rises an
eternal "miserere nobis." Only through the intercession
of great love, and of great art which is love, can that
despairing cry be eased, was that not sufficient cause
for this commission to be anonymous?
Mozart (drops trembling on one ioiee beside the couch)
Forgive me.
The Gray steward: And it was for this that the
pretext and mover was chosen from among the weakest and
vainest of humans. Death has her now, and all her folly
has passed into the dignity and grandeur of her state.
Where is your pride now? Here are her slippers and her
trinkets. Press them against your lips. Again.' Again!
Know henceforth that only he who has kissed the leper
can enter the kingdom of art.
Mozart: I have sinned, yet grant me one thing.
Grant that I may live to finish the Requiem.
The Gray Steward: No.' No!
(And it remains unfinished.)
c
There ia no rule which aaya that the one-act play muat
have an ending after the crucial moment. Yet often the
audience ia more interested in what followa the crucial
moment than in the moment itaelf . paychologically , then,
an end ia eaaential. The beginning of a play does not
neceaaarily have to be logical. The audience ia in an
expectant mood; it ia prepared for almoat anything. But
as the play progreaaea, it muat be logical. Each epiaode
ariaea from a preceding one until the end ia reached.
The ending muat anawer the question that was raised in the
beginning, and the anawer must be a logical one or it will
not be a satisfactory one. In "lie" it is not sufficient
that we know that Captain ITeeney has decided to turn
north; we want to know what effect this decision has on
B/frs. Keeney. We are not surprised when we hear the
wild, discordant notes on the organ— she has warned David
that the ice and the silence are driving her mad. in
"Riders to the sea," it ia not ao much Bartley'a death
that interests ua as it is Maurya's reaction to his death.
Her calm resignation is in keeping with the way she has
had to bow to inexorable Fate all her life.
The important part of any play is the characters.
They make the play and the play ia made for them, in the
one-act drama there are few characters. Certainly there
are few major ones—usually one or two. Sometimes they are
type charactera—as in "The Little Man"; sometimes the
playwright makes a psychological study of a character
—
as Captain Keeney in "lie." Often he makes a study of one

person, the minor characters being more or less stereotyped.
In "A Night at an Inn," Bill, Albert, and Sniggers are
typical thieves; it is only the ?off who is interesting aa
a character study, in "The intruder" it is the grandfather;
in "Gettysburg" it is Link; in "aiders to the sea" it is
Maurya.
B. Roland Lewis, in his TECEHIQUE OF TEE OUE-ACT PLM/
saya that good dramatic characters are emotional rather
than intellectual, responsive rather than apathetic,
vigorous rather than retiring. Only worthwhile characters
have a place in the one-act drama—characters that reveal
human nature. They should not be too complex. The one-act
playwright does not have time for complete characterization.
Any trait that does not contribute to the plot or to the
atmosphere of the play should be omitted. Usually it is
best to em.phasize a single trait. This is an aid to
singleness of effect which is so essential in the one-act
play. Eloise d' Anville, in "Beauty and the Jacobin," is a
selfish egotist; Bartley Fallon, in "Spreading the News,"
is a confirmed pessimist; Bridget Bruin, in "The Land of
Heart's Desire," is an inveterate fault-finder. Even in
the study of such characters as captain Keeney and the Toff,
the authors do not explore the characters; rather they
reveal certain aspects.
^ B. Roland Lewis, TECHNIQUE OF THE ONE-ACT PLAY, p. 203.
i
T:'hough action is the important part of any drama,
dialogue la a very necessary element, in the one-act play,
there is no place for"8mall talk. '• Each speech is purpose-
ful; it must do something for the play. It may give
necessary exposition, advance the plot, reveal character,
or show the feelings of the characters, in the one-act
drama, the best dialogue is that which does several things
at one time. The dialogue in "The Land of Heart's Desire"
is especially effective in this respect. Bridget Bruin's
complaints against IV&ry, her daughter-in-law, give not
only Bridget's character and feelings but her son's and
daughter-in-law's as well, and set the mood of the play.
Dramatic dialogue does not need to be literary, it
should be spontaneous, not stilted or formal, in moments
of deepest emotion the dialogue should be the most
spontaneous, it should suggest much more than it says, in
"A night at an Inn," when the Voice calls Albert, all he
says is, "Must l go, roffy? Toffy, must l go? ^offy, Toffy,
yet in those few words we sense Albert's utter hopelessness
and despair as he realises that even this master-mind, this
man who was "too clever to go about among gentlemen," is
unable to save him.,
Since action is the essence of any drama, stage business
plays an important part. But in the one-act play, it is
doubly important; for it must do what dialogue does not have
time to do. The dramatist must handle the stage business of

the characters in such a way that they work out the plot
and at the same time reveal their own character traits.
^he stage business frequently brings out the comedy or the
tragedy of a play more effectively than does the dialogue,
in "Riders to the Sea," we may not remember the words that
are spoken, but who can forget the scene when the neighbor
men "carry in the body of Bartley, laid on a plank, with
a bit of sail over it, and lay it on the table." Or what
need ia there for words in flight at an inn " when the
leaden footsteps are heard outside and the Idol gropes its
way into the room, picks up the ruby, and screws it into
the socket in the center of its forehead.
Ill
The one-act play, with characteristics and technique
peculiarly its own, has challenged the attention of the
literary and dramatic world for the last three or four
decades, ^at will be its future? Will it prove to be the
Cinderella of the dramatic family and disappear as
mysteriously as it appeared, or will it continue to be a
valued member, making its own unique contribution? The
one-act play aa we know it to-day is so flexible and
adaptable that it bids fair to fill a need that can be
filled by no other dramatic form.
A, Isaac Goldberg, in his essay, "The One-Act Play and
the Future,"! says that the time is now ripe in the movies
In William Kozlenko, THE CUE-ACT PLAY TO-DAY, p. 124.

for the real one-act play—a strong, brief film—a dramatic
narrative composed by a dramatist. The newereels, the
travelogues, and the fashion "shorts" have paved the way.
The short film supplies a need in the moving picture program
that is similar to the need that the short story supplies
in the magazine and newspaper. It is not used to fill odd
time any more than the short story is used to fill odd space.
Certain material just does not lend itself to long treatment.
Hp to the present time first-class actors and actresses
would have been insulted if they had been aslced to taJce part
in a short film. Little wonder—for most of the "shorts"
have been made on the theory that the average movie patron
has the mind of a thirteen-year old. "^his is a ridiculous
theory when one considers the popularity of such films as
"The Life of Pasteur" and "Madame curie." Many of the
moving picture producers believe that the future will see
excellent short films presented in an artistic way with top-
notch stars in the roles. At present the need for such
films far exceeds the supply. The public is hungry for
something better in the movie "short."
B. Radio has made the short drama far-reaching in its
scope and influence. For some time the officials of the major
broadcasting companies have believed that the public was
ready for a higher type of play on the air, and they would
like to hasten this day.^ Hadio offers a special opportunity
^ Kenneth Thorpe Rowe, miTE THAT PLAY, p. 143.

for power of language and for playa that are both good drama
and good literature. The one-act play is particularly well
adapted for use on the radio, for the plot must be simple,
the characters must be few and strongly differentiated in
type, and the dialogue must not be lengthy or wordy, play-
writing for the stage and playwriting for the microphone
are two very different things, however. Though the radio
audience is immeasurably larger than the theatre audience,
it is composed of individual units, and therefore the
dramatist's approach must be much more personal. His listen-
ers are all kinds and conditions of men and women and even
children. They are not subject to crowd influence and crowd
emotion as In the theatre. The dramatist must remember, too,
that the audience does not have eyes. Music playa a big part
in a radio play. It sets the tone of the play and is used
for emotional purposes. Val Qielgud, in his essay "The one-
Act Play and the Radio, says that the successful radio play-
wright of the future will be the one who can weld music and
dialogue into a dramatic unit.
C. Television will one of these days be looking to the
playwright for dramas, and the one-act form seems to be the
best type to answer this need. There are several things in
its favor, only one setting is needed for the one-act; there
are few characters; the action is compressed into a brief
space of time; and there is not much to memorize, once the
1 In William Kozlenko, THE ONE-ACT PLAY TO-DAY, p., 107.
m
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novelty of television will have disappeared, it will, no
doubt, get the desultory attention the radio now gets. For
this reason, the short play will be more successful than the
long one. The television play presents a few problems that
the stage play does not present. More movement will be
necessary in the television play. This is particularly true
when words of deep significance are being spolcen. often
even, the words will need to be secondary to the movement,
Gilbert Seldes, in his essay "The One-Act Play and Television
says that the dramatist will need to understand the true
relation between speech and action and be able to Invent a
plausible but not too striking series of movements to accom-
pany important words. Yet when all is said and done, the
fact remains that drama, whether seen, heard, or read, is
fundamentally the same, for it is a presentation of life.
"D. "^here is no doubt that the one-act play will continue
to be one of the chief items on the bill of fare of the
Little Theatres of the country, in the last few years the
Federal Theatre, the Tributary Theatre, and the sununer
Theatre have brought drama to thousands upon thousands of
people who had never before seen a stage play. Together
with the Repertory Theatres and the Little Theatres, they
have made the world drama conscious, performing in every-
thing from redecorated barns to perfectly equipped theatres
nice the Cleveland and pasadena playhouses, many of these
^ In William Kozlenko, OUE-AUi' ifJ,Ai3 Qii' TO-DAY. p. 135^

groups are developing atandarda of production second only
to the profesaional theatres of New York City. ?hey are
diaoovering that the old objection that an audience cannot
adjust itself to three one-act plays in an evening is
psychologically unsound. People adjust themselves uncon-
sciously. Kusic lovers find no difficulty in adapting
their mood to various kinds of music; vaudeville audiences
are continually m.aking an adjustment. A theatre audience
has some of the characteristics of a crowd and is recep-
tive to almost any stimulus. ?he one-act play was the
exper im-ental theatres' first love, and they will not for-
sake it.
But what of the future of the one-act play on Broadway
Clifford Odets and Noel Coward introduced the one-act play
to the professional stage. They proved that the short
play, particularly the social play, can have a long run
and thus be a success financially, certain it is that a
literary production is a work of art whether it be large
or small. A lyric is just as artistic as an epic. 'Jftiat
the one-act play asks of the professional theatre is an
opportunity.
E. The colleges and universities of the world have always
assumed creative leadership—and in the task of bringing
the best in drama to the waiting world they, as usual,
bore the torch. The high schools are beginning to follow
their lead. To-day high school students study and produce
plays by such writers as Chekhov, O'Ueill, Kelly, and Syng
4
rhe one-sot play is especially adaptable to laboratory
methods. Since several plays can be presented at one
performance—comedy, tragedy, farce, or cnelc^rama, the
students can compare the technique of the different types.
In the last few years drama has taken on a new lease of
life in the school. This ia due to the fact that other
teachers besides English teachers have been interested
in the project of producing a play. ?he Science Department
has charge of the lighting effects; the manual training,
drawing, and art classes make the scenery and the posters;
the domestic art classes take charge of planning and making
the costumes; the printing Departm.ent prints the programs
and tickets; the economics and journalism, classes oversee
the advertising and publicity; the music classes furnish
the music. It is impossible to estimate the value that
comes from this cooperation among the various departments.
The producing of a play also strengthens the ties that
should exist between the school and the comm^unity. The
study of one-act plays in the classroom brings improvement
of speech through interpretation and reading aloud, it
also stimulates creative writing.
In the past, only the plays of Shakespeare have been
studied in the majority of the schools, fte was the greatest
dramatic genius of all time. Does it not seem better to
make Shakespeare the goal rather than the beginning of the
study of drama? Every year sees more and m.ore schools
adding these laboratory courses in modern drama. The one-act
ft
play has made possible the practicability of these courses,
it is helping to bridge the gulf between literature and
the drama.
'^his newcomer in the fam.ily of drama has been a pioneer,
not afraid to experiment no matter how radical the idea.
It has not copied from other members of its family; rather
it has taught them the effectiveness of its simplicity and
its subtlety, it is logical and honest, whether realistic
or romantic. It speaks to people in their own language
and gives them, a thought to carry with them. It ia sympa-
thetic, responsive, and adaptable and thus is filling a
unique place in its service to the world.
I
THE ONE-ACT PLAY: k NEW CONTRIBUTION TO DRAM
ibatract
The twentieth century has witneaaed the birth of a new
member into the family of drama—the one-act play. For more
than a century there had been no dramas written that were
worthy of note. The theatre had degenerated to the point of
presenting plays built around jugglers and animal acts,
farces, or melodramas with swaggering, boisterous heroes and
impossibly wicked villains. The plots were empty and
monotonous; the stage aa a whole was artificial.
Ibsen was the firat of a group of playwrights who
denounced the emptiness and artificiality of the theatre
and attempted to present a true picture of life. This
revolt, begun on the continent, spread to Britain. Talented
playwrights again began writing dramas, and plays became
rich in content and deep in purpose. As the plays became
better, the audiences grew to be more intelligent and more
critical. This new type of audience, desiring to rescue
drama from commercialism, established the Repertory 'Bheatre.
Endowed either by the state or by private individuals,
these theatres were able to present plays which the commer-
cial theatres would reject because they were too literary
to appeal to the ordinary run of people, one of the moat
famous of these theatres was the Irish National Theatre,
which had for its advisers such people aa Lady Gregory,
John Synge, Padraio Colum, and William Butler Yeats.
i
'^he one-act play as a new forrr appearec' a in ultaneously
with the Repertory theatres. The Repertory Theatre move-
ment spread rapidly to the United States when the Irish
Players viaited America, presenting the one-act plays of
Synge and Lady Gregory. ?he m.ovement became known as the
Little "'heatre movement. It developed so phenominally
that by the time of 'iVorld War I there v/ere about eight hun-
dred Little Theatres in the United states.
During the first decade of this century there appeared
in the colleges and universities of this country, courses
in playwriting and in the history of the drama. To-day
almost every college or university in the united states
has its own Little Theatre. Teachers of drama soon found
that the one-act play was more satisfactory than the three-
act for use in these laboratory courses.
In response to the demand of Little Theatres all over
the country for short plays, writers of talent began
writing one-act plays, a regular schem^e of collecting royal-
ties was established, and many anthologies of one-act plays
appeared on the market. To-day the one-act play is recog-
nized as a dramatic form of real worth with characteristics
all its own.
The influence of realism that is reflected in much of
the drama of this century is shown in the one-act play. in
a folk play, such as "Welsh Honeymoon," by jeannette iy!iarka
,

the dramatist, through the dialect of the oharacters,
interprets en environment. The realistic tendency shows
itself in an entirely different way in the social drama,
which is used successfully to-day by Hoel Coward,
Clifford Odets, and v7illiam Saroyan.
The influence of romanticism is also conspicuous in
the one-aet play. The dramatist often shows us the fanci-
ful in a commonplace environment, as in Lord Dunsany's
"A Night at an inn."
One of the chief characteristics of the one-act play
is unity of effect. There must be one theme developed
through one situation to one climax. This single theme is
often announced in some way early in the play, as in
Oliphant Downs' fantasy, "The Maker of Dreams." unity of
effect is also achieved through singleness of impression
or atmosphere, as in Percy MacKaye's "Gettysburg."
Economy is another characteristic of the one-act play.
There must be no line, no character that la not necessary
to the theme. By presenting a crucial moment in the life
of a character, the author implies his past and intimates
his future—as in Synge's "Hiders to the sea."
Rapid characterization is another quality of the one-
act play. Lady Gregory's "Spreading the News" is an
excellent example of this.
Suggestion being the keynote of the one-act play, the
scenery itself is usually suggestive. in staging a play
such as Maeterlinck's "The Intruder," the creation of mood.
(
or atmosphere, is indispensable to its suocesa.
The one-act play is one of the most technical forms of
drama. The one-act playwright starts with a germinal idea.
It may be an axiom.atic theme, as in Oliphant Downs'
"The Waker of Dream.s" and Seorge Kelly's "The Flattering Word"
it may be a theme that is not stated but pervades the whole
play, as in "The Intruder" and "Hiders to the Sea"; it may
be a hidden theme, as in Galsworthy's "The Little Man"; or
the germinal idea may be a situation, as in Lady Gregory's
"Spreading the News"; or it may be a character, as in
Eugene O'Neill's "lie."
Once the playwright has his germinal idea, he must wock
out his plot. The most effective beginning is one that
suggests much more than it gives, as in William Butler yeats's
"The Land of Heart's Desire," It must present a question, for
which the audience eagerly awaits the answer. As the plot
develops, the one-act dramatist cannot draw out the suspense
too long. He solves this problem by raising questions in the
mind of the audience to which he gives half answers. This is
done effectively by Booth Tarkington in "Beauty and the Jacobin
In the one-act play the climax often has little dialogue.
It is as though the emotion was too deep for expression, in
Thornton Wilder 's play "Mozart and the Gray steward," Mozart
speafcg two words at the moment of decision. The ending of a
play must answer the questions that have been raised, and the
answer must be logical. "lie" and "Riders to the sea" are

effective examples of a satisfactory ending.
The characters are the important pert of any play.
They may be type characters, as in '*The Little Men," or a
psychological study, as Captain Zeeney in "lie." in the
one-act play a single trait is usually emphasized, as there
is not time for complete characterization.
The dialogue of the one-act play must be purposeful;
the best dialogue is that which does several things at one
tim.e, as in "The land of Heart's Desire" and
"A Night at an Inn." Stage business is doubly important in
the short play, for it must do what dialogue does not have
time to do. It may be as effective as dialogue in bringing
out the comedy or the tragedy of a play, as in
"Riders to the sea" and "A Night at an Inn."
The one-act play, with character istic? and technique
peculiarly its own, has played no small role in the
dramatic awaicening of this century. With the contribution
that it can make to the films, to radio, to television,
to the theatre, and to the school, it bids fair to continue
to fill a place in drama that the long play cannot fill.
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